A formula is read-once if each variable appears at most once in it.
rithms for exactly learning (or interpolating) arithmetic read-once formulas computing functions over afield. We present an algorithm that uses randomized membership queries (or substitutions) to identify such formulaa over large finite fields and infinite fields. We also present a deterministic algorithm that uses equivalence queries as well as membership queries to identify arithmetic readonce formulas over small finite fields. We then nonconstructively show the existence of deterministic membership query (interpolation) algorithms for arbitrary formulas over fields of characteristic O and for division-free formulas over large or infinite fields. Our algorithms assume we are able to efficiently perform arithmetic operations on field elements and compute square roots in the field. It is shown that the ability to compute square roots is necessary, in the sense that the problem of computing n -1 square roots in a field can be reduced to the problem of identifying an arithmetic formula over n variables in that field. our equivalence queries are of a *This research was supported in part by the NSERC of Canada.
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slightly non-standard form, in which counterexamples are required to not be inputs on which the formula evaluates to 0/0. This assumption is shown to be necessary for fields of size o(n/ log n), for which it is shown that there is no polynomial time identification algorithm that uses just membership and standard equivalence queries. HH91] give an algorithm that uses membership and equivalence queries to exactly identify division-free arithmetic read-once formulas over a field K.
We improve those results in two directions. The first is to incorporate division into the basis. The second is to eliminate equivalence queries, and instead use just membership queries for identification over fields that are sufficiently large, meaning the number of elements in the field must exceed some low degree polynomial in n, the number of variables.
We present a single core algorithm that employs new algebraic techniques to identify exactly an arithmetic read-once formula over any field, using membership queries (or substitutions). The algorithm requires as additional input a set of "justifying assignments" (input settings to the variables that satisfy certain properties defined below). This algorithm relies on being able to efficiently compute the arithmetic functions on field elements, and also on being able to compute square roots in the field. The ability to compute square roots is shown to be necessary to identify this class, since we are able to reduce the problem of computing n -1 square roots in a field to that of identifying an n variable arithmetic read-once formula over that field. The upper bounds we give in this paper are based on unit time computation of square roots and field operations.
We present several alternate methods for finding justifying assignments.
If In Section 2 we present our definitions and basic notation. In Section 3 we discuss the core algorithm, and in Note that~A(oo) is represented by A( 1 0 )~. These definitions are designed so that the output of the ROF is the same as it would be if the ROF was first simplified to be in the form p(xl, .... Zn)/q(Z1, .... Zn) for some polynomials p and q, and then evaluated.
The distinction between 00 and ERROR is an important one. The value 00 is essentially just another domain value (although we make no membership queries with variables set to W). Introducing 00 means that our unary basis functions are bisections from K U {eQ} to K U {co}. It is possible for subtrees of a ROF to evaluate to 00, but for the entire tree to evaluate to a value from K. This is not the case for ERROR, which once it appears anywhere within a ROF is necessarily propagated to the root.
For any pair of vertices v and w in a read-once formula, there is a unique node farthest from the root that is an ancestor of both v and w, called their lowest common
ancestor, which we write as lca (v, w) . We shall refer to the type of lca (v, w) to mean the basis function computed at that gate. We say that a set W of variables has a common lca if there is a single vertex that is the lca of every pair of variables in W.
We say that a formula t is defined on the variable set V if all variables appearing in j are members of V. We say a formula~depends on variable xi if there are values *P),~$), Z\Ol and Z~l) for which . . . . We define the skeleton of a formula f to be the tree obtained by deleting any unary gates in f and removing the labels from any remaining internal nodes.
2.1

Identification with Queries
The learning criterion we consider is exact identification.
There is a formula f called the target formula, which is a member of a class of formulas C defined over the variable set V. The goal of the learning algorithm is to halt and output a formula h from C that is equivalent to f.
In a m(e~bemhip query, the learning algorithm supplies '0) for the variables in V as input to a values Zl , . . . . Zn membership oracle, and receives in return the value of f($$),..., z~o)). Note that if f' is a projection of f, it is possible to simulate a membership oracle for f' using a membership oracle for f.
In an equivalence query, the learning algorithm supplies a candidate read-once formula h as input to an equivalence oracle, and the reply of the oracle is either "yes", signifying that h is equivalent to~, or a cozmterez-(0) (0) ample, which is an input setting v = xl , . . . . Xn
In the standard model the choice of the counterexample is arbitrary.
In this paper we consider a slightly non-standard model in which the counterexample is arbitrary, excepting that it will not have f(v) = ERROR.
We charge unit time to make a membership or equivalence query.
Properties of unary functions
In this section we list without proof some basic properties of unary functions fA. These show the advantages of the matrix notation.
In all of the following we assume 3 The Core Algorithm
Our results for learning arithmetic read-once formulas are all based on the following general purpose core algorithm, which uses only determinist ic membership queries, and can be applied to learn read-once formulas over any field.
The core algorithm takes M input three-way justifying assignments for each subset of three variables in a target arithmetic ROF f, and returns an equivalent arithmetic ROF. In this section, we assume that the justifying assignments are already available.
In subsequent sections, we discuss different techniques for obtaining such justifying assignments, depending on the query model and field in question.
In our discussion of the core algorithm, we assume the field over which the ROF is defined has at least three elements, since division is not an interesting operation in two element fields (and the division-free case was already studied in [HH91]).
At a high level the core algorithm uses a technique that was formalized by Hancock and Hellerstein in a lemma of which the following is a slight adaptation:
Suppose C is the set of read-once formulas over a basis B such that every read-once formula over B can be rewritten so that there are no constants in the leaves. Suppose that the inverse of every unary basis function is in B and is evaluatable in polynomial time.
Then C is exactly identifiable with membership queries and three-way justifying assignments in polynomial time if 1) There is a polynomial time routine that learns the skeleton of a formula in C using membership queries and justifying assignments and 2) There is a polynomial time routine that learns read-once formulas over B that contain at most one non-unary gate (using membership queries and justifying assignments).
In Section 3.3 we show how to identify one-gate arithmetic read-once formulas (problem 2). In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we show how to perform two sub-tasks that can be combined (using techniques described in [HH91]) to produce the skeleton of an arithmetic read-once formula. First, in Section 3.1, we show how to determine the type of the lca of a pair of variables (+ or x). Intuitively, this allows us to break up the read-once formula into sub- values and are done), or else two of them don't. In the latter case let x$) and z!) be the two nonblocking values. For i = 1,2, define bi = fB(z~)). We know b. # bl (Property 1.8). Let us define matrices lli as follows (where op is the type of lca(zl, Z2)).
By substituting in three values for~1 into f '(zl, Z$)) (Property 1.3), we can solve this to find If. and fll (within a constant factor). We define D = H~lH1. describe an efficient method to reconstruct the skeleton given a procedure satisfying these conditions. is indeed a child of lca(xl, 23), then the formula can be rewritten so that xl, Z2, and X3 all share an lca (by pushing~B below ica(xl, x2)).
Suppose op is multiplication. Since B is not of the proscribed forms, either~E (0) # O or~B (cm) # co. This implies that one of the two values of xl that block X2 (and in the process force lca(.cl, X2)'S output to O or M) does not block Z3. Similarly, one of the two values of X2 that block xl does not block X3.
Suppose op is addition.
Since B is not of the proscribed forms,~B (co) # co. This implies that the value of xl that blocks X2 (forcing their lca to co) does not block X3.
Similarly, the value of X2 that blocks xl does not block x3. u Thus to build the skeleton it suffices to solve the problem of deciding whether a value of xl that blocks X2 iñ ' will also block X3 in $'. We can compute the blocking values by the technique of the previous section (finding eigenvectors).
In the full paper we show how to do this without computing the values explicitly.
Identifying
Functions with a Single
Non-Unary Gate
We complete the process of constructing a ROF equivalent to~by taking the skeleton obtained from the previous steps and filling in the necessary unary functions, starting from the bottom.
To do this we must be able to identify arithmetic ROFS that have a single nonuuary gate (the subroutine to do this will be invoked once for each non-unary gate). These are functions of the form where op is x or +, We will sketch how to identify such a function, leaving the details will to the full paper. It can be proved that this problem can be reduced to the following problem: given a ROF that computes the function~(zl, Cz), find matrices A, B and C such that $(t~, x2) = f~(~A(*~) op f~(z~)). We examine the case when op = x. The other case, when op = +, is similar.
'2) for x2. UsWe first substitute two values Z$) and X2 ing three values for xl we can interpolate and find (using Al =~and J2 =~. We calculate the eigenvaland A2 of D1, which are also the eigenvalues of D2.
from (**) (by solving linear equations) we find an A and C. Notice'that A and C are not unique in (*), but we can show that the solution we find from (**) is a valid one. Having found A and C we can compute B in a similar way (although it can be shown that we do not need to compute square roots in the field). Once a bottom level fC(fAI(~l) oP " " op fAn (xn )) is determined, we can hard wire variables X2 through Xn to values x!), . . . . x~o) as in a justifying assignment for xl, and in effect replace this subtree by a new variable y by setting Z1 to &1(y) where fE is the unary function of xl computed by the projection fC(fA, ($1) Op fA, ($~)) OP~.. o~fAn(XkO)). We repeat this process going up the tree.
4
Finding Three-way Justifying
Assignments
In this section we address the problem of how to obtain three-way justifying assignments. Intuitively, the larger the field, the easier this problem, since an assignment must be justifying for any particular variable unless it sets some subtree of the ROF to O or co. As the number of field elements increases, the chance a random assignment induces one of two bad values on a subtree decreases. Note that the procedures draw random elements from a set of m distinct elements in K, and the probability the procedures succeed in finding the desired justifying assignments is dependent on m. To obtain a high probability of success, we need m to be large, and hence we need K to contain a large number of distinct elements.
We make use of the following lemma adapted from a result of Schwartz [Sch80]. Proof:
We prove 1) for t = 1. The proof for any t is then obvious. Assume (w.1.o.g.) that all non-unary gates have fan-in 2 and that lca(xz, x3) is below lca(xl, x2). We consider the five sub formulaa obtained by splitting f into three pieces at lca(xl, x2) and again at Ica(xz, z3).
Each piece is a ROF that has exactly one input from {xl, X2, X3} or from a deleted subtree containing two or more of those variables. When all other inputs to a subformula are fixed aa in some random assignment, a unary function is induced on that one input.
To show that a random assignment has the desired property it is enough to show that for each of the five sub formulas the induced unary function is some fA with A nonsingular. If nl through n5 are the number of variables in each of these three subformulas, then Lemma 8 implies that the probability is at least 1 -2nl/m -. . . -2ns/m. The lemma follows, since the sum of ni's is at most n +2.
The result in 2 follows from a simple interpolation.n
Notice that when the number of the elements in the field is 2n + 5 and t = c(2n + 5), Lemma 9 gives a technique that with probability at least 1 -e-c finds a threeway justifying assignment for any set of three relevant variables.
The randomized algorithm in this case is a Las Vegas algorithm, since we can verify deterministically whether the projection depends on the three variables.
The expected running time is O(n/k) when the field has at least 2n + 4 + k elements. The algorithm to find the set of variables on which the ROF depends is Monte Carlo, correctly identifying a non-dependent variable with probability 1, and correctly identifying a dependent variable with probability at least 1 -(2n/m)~. These results together with the results in the previous section give the following theorem.
Theorem 10 There is a Las Vegas randomized polynomial time algorithm that uses membership queries to exactly identify an arbitrary n variabie arithmetic read-once formula over a jield, provided that field has at ieast 2n -t 5 elements and the variables that the formula depends on are known.
The variables that the ROF depends on can be found in Monte Carlo randomized polynomial time provided that the jield has at least 2n + 1 elements. We call the set V an n-testing set.
We shall prove parts 1 and 2 of this lemma below. We omit the proof of part 3 (that n-testing sets exist for division free formulas over sufficient y large fields). First, however, we show how to use the vectors {V(lJ, . . . . v(')} to deterministically learn any read-once formula.
To find the set of variables on which f depends, we substitute f (v$~)+, ), . . . . f (v$)+* ) and then interpolate on xi using Lemmas 11.1. By Lemma 11.2 or 11.3, f depends on xi if and only if one of the functions f(vi:L*), . . . . f (v$)+*) depends on Zi. To find two or three-way justifying assignments for variables in X'~X, we interpolate the projections f (v~)+x ), . . . . f (v~?+x ).
Then we apply the general techniques of Section 3. The time and membership query complexity of this algorithm is O(sn3), and therefore it is O(n5) for fields of characteristic O and 0(n7 log n) for any field with at least 2n.3 + 1 elements.
We now prove part 1 of Lemma 11 by showing how to find justifying assignments and three-way justifying assignments efficiently. 
Proofl
Let f be any arithmetic read-once formula. The tree corresponding to f can be regarded as a circuit C that computes f. We now show how to change this circuit to a new circuit Cl that satisfies:
The output of C' for some vector input v is O if and only if g(v) E {O, co, ERROR} for some subformula off. c' will be constructed from C as follows: First, each node a in C that computes a rational function fd will correspond to two nodes al and cr2 in C'. The nodes al and CY2will compute polynomials fal and f@2, respectively, where fa = fa,lfa, .
(1) If node a in C is labeled with a matrix A = () ub cd and connected to a node P in C then we define two nodes CYl and a2 in C' that computes f~, = af~, + bfp, and f~, = cfp, + df~,.
(2) If node a in C is labeled with multiplication x and is connected with nodes~and -y then we define two nodes al and CY2in Cl that computes f~, = fp,f~, and f~. = fp,f~..
(3) If node a in C is labeled with addition + and is connected with nodes~and~then we define two nodes al and a2 in C' that computes f~, = fp, f-i, + f~, fp, and f~, = fp,f~,.
It is easy to see that the root r in C is corresponding to two nodes rl and rz in Cl where f = f. = f., /f~,.
We now add to the circuit C', n-1 multiplication nodes that multiply all the functions computed in the nodes of An alternate technique to generate justifying assignments requires equivalence queries, but works for small as well as large fields. The basic approach is to learn a projection of the target formula on which the variables for which we do not have justifying assignments are fixed. We then make an equivalence query, and the non-error counterexample is used to find justifying assignments for a new variable. Note that if changing xj in v(o) creates a justifying assignment for xi, then changing xj to any but at most two bad values will make the assignment justifying for Zi (only the values that set xj 'S input to lca(z~,~j) to O or cm can possibly fail to do this). Thus we can efficiently test for membership in T(v(")).
Suppose we have a v(o) where every variable is in S(v(")) or T(v(")).
We can find a three-way justifying assignment for z 1, 22, and 23 as follows. Assume without loss of generality that lca(zl, X2) is at or below lca(zl, 23).
Then the projection f (zl, 222,x3, Z$'), ..., z~o)) has the form fA(fB(~3) OP1 fC(fD(~l) WQ fE(*2))) (the case where the three variables share an lca has jC be the identity function and opl = op2). Matrices A, B, C, D, E are determined by the values of disjoint sets of variables corresponding to subformulas of f. The definitions of S and T imply that each of those five matrices either has a non-zero determinant, or else has some single variable from the corresponding subformula of f that can be tweaked to a different value to give the matrix a non-zero determinant.
Furthermore at most one of A, C, and D can have a non-zero determinant (since xl E S(v(") ) U T(v(") ). Thus there is some set of at most three variables that need to be changed (to any value but one of at most two bad ones) to make v(o) into an assignment that is justifying for each of xl, Z2, and Z3.
Thus given a non-error assignment v(o), we can learn the projection of f where all variables not in S(v(")) U T(v(")) are fixed as in v(o). Let h be our formula that is equivalent to this projection of f. We make an equivalence query on h, and in the case where we do not immediately succeed we obtain another assignment V(l) for which~(v(l) ) # h(v(l) ). We shall use this counterexample to find a new v(o) that will contain more variables in 
Thus changing xj to any value, except possibly one, will not remove any variables from S(v(") ) U T(v(")), nor will it change the projection induced by fixing the V2 variables as in v(o). Furthermore there can be at most one value b such that changing *j to b in V(l) causes the assignment to become an error (2) counterexample.
Thus there must be some one value xj out of three values we consider such that changing xj to that value in both v(o) and V(lJ ensures that 1) V(l) remains a non-error counterexample to h -f, 2) the size of S(v(") ) U I'(v(") ) does not decrease, and 3) the projection of $ when the variables in V2 are set as in v(o) remains equivalent to h.
If the size of S(v(") ) U l"(v(")) increases, we can learn a new projection depending on more variables. If it does not, we repeat the processing above, looking for a new variable on which to make v(o) and V(l) agree. This cannot continue indefinitely as otherwise v(o) and V(l) would agree on all V2 variables, which is not possible if both 1) and 3) above hold. O
5
Lower Bounds
Here we present two lower bounds to justify the assumptions we've made for our identification algorithm. Theorem 16 shows that any algorithm that exactly identifies arithmetic read-once formulas with n variables must find the square root of n -1 elements in the field. Since our algorithm computes at most n -1 square roots this result gives a tight bound for the number of square root computations needed in any algorithm. Theorem 17 shows that the identification results we obtain using non-standard equivalence queries are not achievable (at least over small fields) with the standard equivalence query model. Note that here there is a gap of size O(log n) between the size of the largest field that provably requires modified equivalence queries and the size of the smallest field for which membership queries alone are shown to be adequate.
Theorem
16 Any algorithm that can exactly identify an arbitrary arithmetic read-once formula over n variables must in some cases compute the square root of n -1 field elements.
Proof sketch:
We first prove the result for n = 2 and for fields of Using the above result with some uniqueness properties (that we omit here) it can be proven that finding a readonce formula equivalent to this formula requires computing the square roots of ci, i = 1, 2,. " ., n -1. For fields of characteristic 2 we construct a similar recurrence from (xl, x2)= b2(zl + z2)/(x1x2 + b2).u Theorem 17 There is no polynomial time algorithm that uses only membership and standard equivalence queries to exactly identify arithmetic read-once formulas over n variables on fields that have fewer than o(n/ log n) elements.
Proofi
We consider the case where the target ROF f over the field K is equivalent to a formula of the following form, where the variables are V = {x1, . . .,z~, Yl, . . .Y~} (n = 2m) and where ai, bi E K.
Note that such a formula can be rewritten to contain one x gate and n unary gates.
Consider an algorithm
A that uses queries to identify f.
Suppose every membership query is answered ERROR. 2(c -l)m CA (it's actu~ly that quantity minus (C -l)2m ).
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There are c" choices for f, no two of which are equivalent. Therefore the minimum number of queries needed to identify f exceeds If c is asymptotically less than n/ log(n), this grows superpolynomially in n. This means that if the size of the field is not within a log factor of the number of variables, mem- 
